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Learn about the helpful home



Meet Google Assistant

Welcome to the 
helpful home. 
There’s no place like a Google Nest home. 

It’s a place where everything works beautifully together to take 
care of you and the world around you. A place where your 
doorbell can tell you who’s coming and going. Your thermostat 
helps you save energy. And you can control it all with your voice.

With Google Nest products, creating your helpful home 
couldn’t be easier. Take a look at all the ways our devices can 
make your home safer, more comfortable, and a little more fun. 

Meet Google Assistant
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*Requires a compatible smart device.

The helpful home Google Nest devices

Hey Google, 
give me a little help. 
Google Assistant helps you get things done so you can focus on 
what matters most. As you move throughout your home – or 
even if you aren't home – you can turn on the lights, listen to 
music, warm up the living room, preheat the oven, lock the 
front door, close the blinds, see the outdoor cameras, and so 
much more.* 

Just say “Hey Google” to get started.

See what it can do

Explore connected home products



See who’s at the door

Adjust the temperature in your home

Check on home when you’re away

Secure your front door

Turn the lights on and off

Manage your day

Explore connected home products

Google Assistant features

Control thousands of connected home devices.
Just ask Google.

The helpful home Google Nest devices

Google Nest devices Better togetherGoogle Assistant
Home

Helpful home



Front door security Cameras  Energy savings and comfort

 Nest speakers and displays Nest Protect smoke and CO alarm Nest Wifi

Nest Hello video doorbell 
and Nest Hub

Nest Learning Thermostat 
and Nest Temperature Sensor

Nest Cam IQ Outdoor 2-pack
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Meet Google Assistant Better together



Google Nest devices

Welcome to your new 
front door.

Front door security

Nest Hello video doorbell Nest x Yale Lock
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Front door security Nest Hello features

Know who’s knocking.
Nest Hello video doorbell

Nest Hello lets you know who’s at the door, so you never miss a 
visitor or a package. It replaces your existing wired doorbell and 
delivers HD video and bright, crisp images, even at night. And 
with 24/7 streaming, you can check in anytime.* 

Learn more about Nest Hello

How it works with Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, 
require working internet and Wi-Fi.
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Nest Hello video doorbell

See what’s happening right 
on your TV screen.

Link Nest Hello with Chromecast 
to see a live stream of your 

front door.2

Know who’s at the door.
Get an alert and talk to visitors at 

your door from anywhere.

Intelligent alerts.
Smart enough to detect a person, 

then alert you.

Package alerts.
Get a notification when Nest Hello 

detects that a package has 
been delivered.1

How it works with Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max

1Nest Aware subscription required (sold separately). 2Requires a compatible product.

Nest Hello overview Nest Hello and Nest Hub
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Explore speakers and displays

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video 
recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi. Familiar face alerts require a Nest Aware subscription. 
Not available on Nest Cams used in Illinois.

See who’s at the door.

With home view on Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max, you can 
control Nest Hello and other connected home devices from 
a single dashboard. Just swipe down on the screen and click 
on one of the icons to select that device.

“Hey Google, show me the front door”
When the doorbell rings, Nest Hello can automatically show 
you who’s there, right on your display, and send them a 
message. If you have familiar face alerts turned on, Nest Hub 
and Nest Hub Max will announce your visitor’s name.*

Nest Hello features



Front door security Nest x Yale Lock features

Most locks are made 
for keys. This lock 
is made for people.

Nest x Yale Lock

Meet the secure, tamper-proof lock from Google Nest and 
Yale. It’s keyless, so you can lock and unlock the door from 
anywhere with the Nest app.* Give people you trust a passcode 
and get alerts when they come and go. Lock and check your 
door status with your voice using Google Assistant. And always 
know who comes and goes.

Learn more about Nest HelloLearn more about the Nest x Yale Lock

How it works with Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherFront door security Nest x Yale Lock

*Some features, including mobile alerts, remote control and custom schedules, require the Nest 
app, working internet and Wi-Fi, and Nest Connect or Nest Guard. Notifications are provided for 
convenience and should not replace ordinary care in locking your door.



Nest x Yale Lock overview Nest x Yale Lock and Nest Hub
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Nest x Yale Lock

Limit access to your home.
Give temporary passcodes 

to people who are only in your 
home at certain times, like the 
dog walker or cleaning service. 

Set a schedule to let them in.

Let someone in 
from anywhere.

Lock and unlock with the 
Nest app. Without a key.1

Auto-lock.
It can lock automatically 

when you’re away.

Know who comes 
and goes.

Give people you trust a 
unique passcode. Get an 

alert when they use it.

How it works with Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max

1Some features, including mobile alerts, remote control and custom schedules, require the Nest app, working internet and Wi-Fi, and Nest Connect or Nest Guard. Notifications are provided for convenience and should not replace ordinary care in locking your 
door. 2Compatible device required.

Lock the door without 
getting off the couch.

With Nest Hub or Nest Mini, 
just say, “Hey Google, lock 

the door.”2



Nest x Yale Lock features
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Explore speakers and displays

“Hey Google, lock the door”
Secure your front door with the Nest x Yale Lock and Nest Hub or Nest Hub 
Max. Set a personalized routine to arm your security system and lock the door 
when you leave home. Just say, "Hey Google, I’m leaving.”* 

With home view on Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max, you can control the 
Nest x Yale Lock and other connected home devices from a single 
dashboard. Just swipe down on the screen and click on one of the icons 
to select that device.

Keep your home safe and secure.

*Some features, including mobile alerts, remote control, and custom schedules, require the Nest app, working internet and Wi-Fi, and Nest Connect or Nest Guard. Notifications are provided for convenience and should not replace 
ordinary care in locking your door.

Nest x Yale Lock Product features
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Just ask Google.
Nest speakers and displays

Nest Hub Max Nest MiniNest Hub

Compare speakers and displays

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherNest speakers and displays



Speakers and displays Nest Hub Max features

Big help for your 
busy home.

Nest Hub Max

Nest Hub Max helps your busy family stay in touch and on track. 
Control all your compatible connected home devices with your 
voice or on a single dashboard with home view. Leave video 
messages and make video calls.1 Check in on home when you’re 
away with the built-in Nest Cam.2 See your own calendar, 
commute, and more.3 And stay entertained on the 10-inch HD 
screen and stereo speakers.

1Google Duo account required to make video calls and leave video messages. 2Night vision not supported. 
3Personalized results, for up to six users, require additional enrollment and setup.

Learn more about Nest Hub Max

Compare speakers and displays

Home
Google Nest devices Nest speakers and displays Better togetherNest Hub Max



Nest Hub Max overview Control your connected home
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Nest Hub Max

Stay on track 
and entertained.

With just a glance, everyone 
sees their own calendar, 

reminders, and more. Plus, 
enjoy videos, news, 

YouTube TV, and music.3

Keep everyone connected.
Make video calls and leave 

video messages with Google 
Duo. See your latest and 

greatest family moments from 
Google Photos automatically on 

the 10-inch HD screen.1

Simplify your 
connected home.

No more opening up app 
after app to manage your 

compatible smart devices. 
You can control them all from 

one simple dashboard on 
Nest Hub Max.

Check in on home when 
you’re away.

Keep an eye on things at 
home with the built-in 

Nest Cam, and get motion 
and sound alerts.2

Control your connected home

1Google Duo account required to make video calls and leave video messages. Personalized results, for up to six users, require additional enrollment and setup. 2Night vision not supported. 3Subscriptions may be required for certain content.

Rise and shine.
Jump-start your day with 

Nest Hub Max. When you set a 
routine, you can just say, “Hey 

Google, good morning” to turn 
on the lights, turn up the heat, 

check your commute, and 
more – without lifting a finger.

Compare speakers and displays



Nest Hub features

The command center 
for your home.
With home view on Nest Hub Max, you can control all your 
compatible connected devices from a single dashboard. Just 
swipe down on the screen to get started.

With room view, see each room in your home and control the 
devices there – like speakers, thermostats, and lights. 

Home
Google Nest devices Nest speakers and displays Product featuresNest Hub Max Better togetherHome view

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video 
recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi. Familiar face alerts require a Nest Aware 
subscription. Not available on cameras used in Illinois.

Compare speakers and displays



Speakers and displays Nest Hub features

Help at a glance.
Nest Hub

Nest Hub gives you visual help in any room. See your best and latest 
shots from Google Photos on the ultimate digital photo frame.1 Plus, 
view and control your compatible connected devices from a single 
dashboard. Simply use your voice to watch YouTube and play songs 
from your favorite streaming service.2 You can even get your calendar, 
commute, answers from Google, and more.

1To see personalized photos, Google Photos required. 2Subscriptions may be required.

Learn more about Nest Hub

Home
Google Nest devices Nest speakers and displays Better togetherNest Hub

Compare speakers and displays



Nest Hub overview Control your connected home
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Nest Hub

Get hands-free help from 
Google Assistant.

See your schedule, commute, 
reminders, and more with 

Voice Match.4

Relive your memories with 
Google Photos.

See your best and latest photos 
from Google Photos 

automatically.1

Play videos and songs 
from YouTube.

Watch YouTube videos and play 
songs from YouTube Music and 

other compatible services.3

Control your connected home.
View and control compatible 

connected home devices from 
a single dashboard.2

1To see personal photos, Google Photos required. 2Controlling certain devices and features in your home requires a compatible smart device. Controlling devices like lights and thermostats requires compatible smart lights and smart thermostats linked to Nest 
Hub. 3Subscriptions may be required to access certain media content. Nest Hub is optimized for selected video and music services only. 4Personalized features are for up to six users and require additional enrollment and setup. 5Compatible smart devices 
required. Voice commands require a compatible device and working internet and Wi-Fi. Routines like “Hey Google, good night” require additional setup in advance.

Rest easy.
Unwind with an evening routine. 

Just say, “Hey Google, good 
night” to set your alarm, turn 
off the lights, and turn down 

the temperature.5

Control your connected home Compare speakers and displays



Nest Hub features

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming and video 
recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi. Compatible device required.

One dashboard for 
your connected home.
With home view on Nest Hub, you can control all your 
compatible connected devices from a single dashboard. Just 
swipe down on the screen to get started.

With room view, see each room in your home and control the 
devices there – like speakers, thermostats, and lights.* 

Compare speakers and displays

Home
Google Nest devices Nest speakers and displays Nest Hub Product features Better togetherHome view



Speakers and displays Nest Mini features

Bigger sound. 
Huge help.

Nest Mini

Nest Mini is the speaker you control with your voice. Just say 
“Hey Google” to play your favorite music from Spotify, YouTube 
Music, and more.1 Ask Google Assistant for help, and get 
the best of Google – weather, news, or almost anything. With 
compatible connected devices, you can even turn on the lights 
or turn down the thermostat.2

1Subscriptions may be required. 2Compatible device required.

Learn more about Nest Mini

Home
Google Nest devices Nest speakers and displays Better together

Compare speakers and displays

Nest Mini



Nest Mini overview See how it works

Nest Mini

Get answers just for you.
With Voice Match, Google Assistant 

can give you personalized information 
about your day, like your schedule, 

commute time, and reminders.4

Turn it up.
Your favorite music sounds bigger 
and richer on Nest Mini, with more 

power and bass.1

Google Assistant is 
always ready to help.

Just ask and get the best of 
Google – weather, news, or almost 

anything. Set timers and alarms, 
make calls, and more.3

Stream music with your voice.
You can play music from Spotify, 

YouTube Music, Pandora, and other 
streaming services. Just tell Google 
Assistant the song, artist, album, or 

genre you want to hear. Or stream to 
Nest Mini from your phone.2

See how it works

1As compared to Google Home Mini. 2Android phone or Chromecast-enabled apps on iOS required. 3To make calls, Google Duo accounts required for you and call recipient. The calling feature does not support calls to emergency services or premium rate 
numbers. 4Voice Match requires additional setup and enrollment, and supports up to six users. When using Voice Match, keep in mind that a voice similar to yours, or a recording of your voice, could result in Google incorrectly recognizing someone else as you.

Compare speakers and displays

Google Nest devices Nest speakers and displays Better togetherProduct featuresNest Mini
Home



Nest Mini features

Home
Google Nest devices Nest speakers and displays Nest Mini Product features Better togetherSee how it works

See what you can do with Nest Mini 
and Google Assistant.

Explore thermostats Explore the Nest x Yale Lock Explore partner products



Speakers and displays

Find the right helpers for 
your home.

Home
Google Nest devices Nest speakers and displays Better togetherSpeakers and displays comparison chart

Included features

Voice-control thousands of compatible smart devices

Play songs from Spotify, YouTube Music, Pandora, and more1

Place hands-free audio calls2

Premium stereo sound

Watch videos from YouTube

Control smart devices from a single dashboard3

See your favorite pictures from Google Photos automatically4

Nest Cam built in5

Place video calls with Google Duo6 

Nest Hub Nest MiniNest Hub Max

1Works via Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Subscriptions may be required. 2Calling available for US and Canadian domestic calls only, not including 911 calls and premium numbers. 3Compatible smart devices required. 4To see personal photos, Google Photos is required. 
5Night vision not supported. 6To make and/or receive video calls, Google Duo account required for you and call recipient. Video call Nest Hub Max, iOS, or Android devices via Google Duo.



Keep an eye on home, 
inside and out.

Cameras

Google Nest devices

Nest Cam Indoor Nest Cam OutdoorNest Cam IQ OutdoorNest Cam IQ Indoor

Compare cameras

Home
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Cameras Nest Cam Indoor features

Plug-in-and-go security. 
On your phone 24/7.

Nest Cam Indoor security camera

Did you shut the window? Did the baby wake up? What’s the dog 
getting into? Nest Cam Indoor helps you look after your home and 
family from anywhere, in super-clear 1080p HD video. It sends 
alerts to your phone when there’s motion or sound so you can 
keep an eye on what matters, even when you’re away.*

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video 
streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi.

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherCameras Nest Cam Indoor

Compare Nest cameras

Learn more about Nest Cam Indoor



Nest Cam Indoor overview Nest Cams and Nest Hub

Nest Cam Indoor security camera

Clear as day. Even at night.
Night vision evenly illuminates 

the whole room.

Lets you talk and listen.
See who’s there and talk back to 

get someone’s attention.

Check in anytime with 
24/7 live video.

130° view shows your home in 
1080p HD, day and night.

Get alerts on your phone.
With activity alerts, you’ll 

know if anything happens while 
you’re away.*

How it works with Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi.

Compare cameras

Home
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Cameras Nest Cam Outdoor features

Security, rain or shine. 
Nest Cam Outdoor security camera

Who’s at the door? Was my package stolen? Meet Nest Cam 
Outdoor. It’s weatherproof and plugs into power, so you can look 
after home 24/7, rain or shine. Get an alert when there’s activity. 
And talk and listen from your phone.*

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video 
streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi.

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherCameras Nest Cam Outdoor

Compare Nest cameras

Learn more about Nest Cam Outdoor



Nest Cam Outdoor overview Nest Cams and Nest Hub
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Nest Cam Outdoor security camera

Clear as day. Even at night.
With eight infrared LEDs, night vision 

evenly illuminates the scene.

Check in anytime with 
24/7 live video.

See a 130° view in 1080p HD, 
day or night.

Stands watch, rain or shine.
It’s beautiful, it’s weatherproof, and it 
plugs into power so you never have to 

worry about dead batteries.

Alerts you when 
something happens.

Get an activity alert if anything 
moves or makes a loud sound.*

How it works with Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi.

Compare cameras



Cameras Nest Cam IQ Outdoor features

Mighty. Smart. 
Nest Cam IQ Outdoor security camera

Nest Cam IQ is a seriously sharp outdoor security camera. It has 
brains to tell you when it sees a person and Supersight to show 
you an extra-clear close-up tracking shot of who’s there.* And it’s 
waterproof and tamper-resistant, too.

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video 
streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi.

Home
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Compare Nest cameras

Learn more about Nest Cam IQ Outdoor
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Nest Cam IQ Outdoor overview Nest Cams and Nest Hub

Nest Cam IQ Outdoor security camera

Familiar face alerts.
With a Nest Aware subscription, 

get a notification when your 
camera sees a family 

member – or a stranger.*

Keep an eye on everything 
with Supersight.

With a 4K sensor, HDR, close-up 
tracking, and 12x digital zoom 

and enhance.

Check in anytime with 
24/7 live video.

See a 130° view in 1080p HD, 
day or night.

HD Talk and Listen.
With the built-in speaker and mic, 
unwelcome visitors will hear you 

loud and clear. Or you can tell the 
kids it’s time for dinner.

How it works with Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi. Familiar face alerts require a Nest Aware subscription. Not available on Nest Cams used in Illinois.

Compare cameras

Product features Better together



Cameras Nest Cam IQ Indoor features

It doesn’t just watch home. 
It helps out there, too. 

Nest Cam IQ Indoor security camera

Nest Cam IQ is a best-in-class indoor security camera with incredibly 
crisp, clear 1080p HD video and HD Talk and Listen. It has serious 
processing power, so it can tell a person from a thing and zoom in 
on someone walking across the room. And it comes with Google 
Assistant built in to give you help around the house, too.

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherCameras Nest Cam IQ Indoor

Compare Nest cameras

Learn more about Nest Cam IQ Indoor



Nest Cam IQ Indoor overview Nest Cams and Nest Hub

Nest Cam IQ Indoor security camera

HD Talk and Listen.
Has a powerful built-in speaker 
and mic, with noise and echo 
suppression so you can have 

a seamless conversation.

Get help at home.
Helps you manage tasks, get 

answers, and control your
 connected home with the built-in 

Google Assistant.

Keep an eye on everything
 with Supersight.

A 4K sensor, 12x digital zoom 
and enhance, and High Dynamic 

Range (HDR) imaging offer 
extra-clear video that can 
automatically zoom in and 

track intruders.

State-of-the-art smart.
Can tell a person from a thing, 

then alert you. With a Nest Aware 
subscription, it can even recognize 

a familiar face.*

How it works with Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi. Familiar face alerts require a Nest Aware subscription. Not available on cameras used in Illinois.

Compare cameras
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Cameras

Explore speakers and displays

*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi.

Keep an eye on home, inside and out.

“Hey Google, show me the backyard”
Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max work with your Nest cameras so 
you can see what’s happening around the house. Check in on 
the kids upstairs or watch a live stream of the garden, right 
on your display.*

With home view on Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max, you can 
control Nest Cams and other connected home devices from 
a single dashboard. Just swipe down on the screen and click 
on one of the icons to select that device.

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherCameras Nest cameras and Nest Hub
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Which Nest Cam is right 
for you?

Cameras

Included features

24/7 live video streaming

HD video: 1920 x 1080

3-hour snapshot history

Motion and sound alerts 

4K sensor, close-up tracking view, 12x zoom

HDR 

Person alerts 

Talk and Listen

Familiar face alerts* 

Google Assistant built in 

HD

Nest Cam IQ OutdoorNest Cam IQ Indoor

HD

Nest Cam OutdoorNest Cam Indoor

With Nest Aware 
(sold separately)

With Nest Aware 
(sold separately)

With Nest Aware 
(sold separately)

With Nest Aware 
(sold separately)

*Familiar face alerts require a Nest Aware subscription. Familiar face alerts not available on cameras used in Illinois.



Google Nest devices

Keeps you comfortable. 
Helps save energy.

Energy savings and comfort

Nest Thermostat E Nest ThermostatNest Learning Thermostat

Better togetherEnergy savings and comfort

Compare thermostats

Home
Google Nest devices

Nest Temperature Sensor



Energy savings and comfort Nest Learning Thermostat features

The beautiful way 
to save energy.

Nest Learning Thermostat

The Nest Learning Thermostat learns the temperatures you like 
and programs itself to help save energy. It’s beautifully designed, 
with a sharp display that can show you the weather or time as you 
approach. And independent studies showed that it saved people 
an average of 10% to 12% on heating bills and 15% on cooling bills. 
That means it can pay for itself in under two years.*

*Individual savings not guaranteed.

Learn more about the Nest Learning Thermostat

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherNest Learning ThermostatEnergy savings and comfort

Learn more about HVAC monitoring Compare thermostats



Nest Learning Thermostat overview Nest thermostats and Nest Hub

Better togetherProduct features
Home

Google Nest devices Nest Learning ThermostatEnergy savings and comfort

Nest Learning Thermostat

Home Away/Assist.
Don’t heat or cool an empty 

home. Home/Away Assist 
adjusts the temperature 

after you leave.

No more programming.
Just turn it up and down. 
With Auto-Schedule, the 

Nest Learning Thermostat 
learns from you 

and programs itself.

“Hey Google, 
make it warmer”

With Google Assistant and 
compatible devices, you can 

change the temperature
with just your voice.

Control it remotely.
Change the temperature 

from anywhere using your 
phone, tablet, or laptop.

Heating and cooling 
system care.

HVAC monitoring looks out 
for many heating and cooling 
system issues. If something 

doesn’t seem right, it 
can send you an alert.*

How it works with Google Assistant devices Compare thermostats

*Alerts can notify you of a potential issue with eligible HVAC systems. They’re meant to provide helpful information, not an endorsement, representation, or warranty of any kind about the health of your HVAC system. Alerts aren’t intended to replace a diagnosis 
by a qualified HVAC professional. List of eligible HVAC systems is available at g.co/nest/hvac-monitoring.

Learn more about HVAC monitoring 



Energy savings and comfort Nest Thermostat E features

It’s easy to save energy.
Nest Thermostat E

The Nest Thermostat E comes with proven energy-saving 
features and a simple schedule you can adjust easily. Its frosted 
display blends into the background of any home. And you can 
change the temperature from anywhere – the office, the beach, 
or even your bed.

Available exclusively from professional installers.

Learn more about the Nest Thermostat E

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherNest Thermostat EEnergy savings and comfort

Learn more about HVAC monitoring Compare thermostats



Nest Thermostat E overview Nest thermostats and Nest Hub

Home
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Nest Thermostat E

Home Away/Assist.
Turns itself down after you 
leave, so you don’t heat an 

empty home.

Frosted display.
Shows the temperature when 

you’re up close, then disappears 
when you walk away.

“Hey Google, 
make it warmer”

With Google Assistant 
and compatible devices, you 
can change the temperature 

with just your voice.

Remote control.
Use the Google Home app 
to change the temperature 

from anywhere.

Heating and cooling 
system care.

HVAC monitoring looks out 
for many heating and cooling 
system issues. If something 

doesn’t seem right, it 
can send you an alert.*

*Alerts can notify you of a potential issue with eligible HVAC systems. They’re meant to provide helpful information, not an endorsement, representation, or warranty of any kind about the health of your HVAC system. Alerts aren’t intended to replace a diagnosis 
by a qualified HVAC professional. List of eligible HVAC systems is available at g.co/nest/hvac-monitoring.

How it works with Google Assistant devices Compare thermostatsLearn more about HVAC monitoring 



Energy savings and comfort Nest Thermostat features

Turn up your savings.
Nest Thermostat

Meet the Nest Thermostat, the helpful thermostat with a cozy 
price. It can turn itself down to save energy when you leave the 
house. You can control it from anywhere with the Google Home 
app – whether you’re on an errand or in bed.1 Just say, “Hey 
Google, turn up the heat.”2 

Learn more about HVAC monitoring 

Learn more about the Nest Thermostat

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherNest ThermostatEnergy savings and comfort

Compare thermostats

1Remote control and mobile notifications require working internet and Wi-Fi. 
2Voice control with Google Assistant requires a compatible smart device.



Nest Thermostat overview Nest thermostats and Nest Hub

Home
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Nest Thermostat

“Hey Google, 
make it warmer”

With Google Assistant and 
compatible devices, you 

can change the temperature 
with just your voice.

Control from anywhere. 
You can change the 

temperature, adjust your 
schedule, and more from 

the free Google Home app.

Finds ways to help you save.
Savings Finder looks for more 

ways to save, and suggests 
tweaks to your schedule that 

you can accept with a tap.

Save energy when 
you’re away.

It uses sensors and your 
phone’s location to check if 
you’ve left the house, then 

sets itself to an Eco 
Temperature to save energy.

Heating and cooling 
system care.

HVAC monitoring looks out 
for many heating and cooling 
system issues. If something 

doesn’t seem right, it 
can send you an alert.*

Nest Thermostat

*Alerts can notify you of a potential issue with eligible HVAC systems. They’re meant to provide helpful information, not an endorsement, representation, or warranty of any kind about the health of your HVAC system. Alerts aren’t intended to replace a diagnosis 
by a qualified HVAC professional. List of eligible HVAC systems is available at g.co/nest/hvac-monitoring.

How it works with Google Assistant devices Compare thermostatsLearn more about HVAC monitoring 



Energy savings and comfort

Nest Temperature Sensor
Most homes aren’t the same temperature in every room. With the 
Nest Temperature Sensor, you can let your Nest thermostat know 
which room should be a certain temperature at a certain time of 
day. Just place it on a wall or shelf and get the right temperature, 
right where you want it.

Explore more products

Home
Google Nest devices Better togetherNest Temperature SensorEnergy savings and comfort



Energy savings and comfort

Explore speakers and displays

“Hey Google, turn down the thermostat”
With Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max, you can adjust the temperature on your 
Nest thermostat from the display or with your voice. Set a personalized routine 
to turn down the temperature and turn down the lights with a single command. 
Or say, “Hey Google, set the thermostat to an Eco Temperature,” and Google 
Assistant can optimize your home’s energy consumption.

With home view on Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max, you can control Nest thermostats 
and other connected home devices from a single dashboard. Just swipe down on 
the screen and click on one of the icons to select that device.

Saving energy is a beautiful thing.

Home
Google Nest devices Energy savings and comfort Better togetherNest thermostats and Nest Hub



1List of eligible HVAC systems is available at g.co/nest/hvac-monitoring. 2Alerts can notify you of a potential issue with eligible HVAC systems. They’re meant to provide helpful information, not an 
endorsement, representation, or warranty of any kind about the health of your HVAC system. Alerts aren’t intended to replace a diagnosis by a qualified HVAC professional. 3Pro assistance is only 

available in eligible areas and is provided by Handy, an independent third-party platform that connects individuals to home services, including heating and cooling maintenance services.

Energy savings and comfort

Looks out for many 
issues and sends 
helpful alerts.2

HVAC monitoring can 
notify you if something 
doesn’t seem right – like 
an issue with your 
furnace. You can even 
book a visit with a 
qualified pro right from 
the Google Home app.3

HVAC monitoring 

Home
Google Nest devices Energy savings and comfort Better togetherHVAC monitoring

Now your Nest thermostat is even more helpful. HVAC monitoring, now included 
on all Nest thermostats, looks out for your heating and cooling system to help 

make sure everything’s running smoothly.1

Makes maintenance 
easier.

Get reminders to help 
you stay on top of 
seasonal maintenance 
and keep your system 
running as it should. You’ll 
know when it’s time to 
replace your air filter 
based on actual usage, 
not just a calendar date. 



 

 

 

Energy savings and comfort

Home
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There’s a Nest thermostat for every home.

 

Included features

Control from anywhere with your phone1

ENERGY STAR®-certified 

Turns itself up or down when you leave to help save energy

Heating and cooling system alerts2

Works with the Nest Temperature Sensor (sold separately)

Scheduling

Display

Farsight shows you the time, temperature, or weather

Design

Trim kit

Compatibility with 24V heating and cooling system

Warranty

Exclusively available from a professional installer

Nest Thermostat ENest Learning Thermostat Nest Thermostat

Auto-Schedule
or manual

Basic Schedule or 
Auto-Schedule

Quick Schedule

MirroredFrostedHigh-res color

Sold separatelyIncludedIncluded

Available in multiple 
metal finishes

Available in white Available in multiple 
colors

Works with 95% 
of systems

Works with 85% 
of systems

Works with 85% 
of systems

1Remote control and mobile notifications require working internet and Wi-Fi. 2Alerts can notify you of a potential issue with eligible HVAC systems. They’re meant to provide helpful information, not an endorsement, representation, or warranty of any kind about 
the health of your HVAC system. Alerts aren’t intended to replace a diagnosis by a qualified HVAC professional. ENERGY STAR and the ENERGY STAR mark are registered trademarks owned by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

5-year extended warranty 
with professional installation

3-year extended warranty with 
professional installation

3-year extended warranty 
with professional installation



Google Nest devices Nest Protect features
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The smoke and CO alarm 
that thinks, speaks, 
and alerts your phone.

Nest Protect

There’s never been a smoke and CO alarm quite like this. 
Nest Protect looks for fast-burning fires, smoldering fires, and 
carbon monoxide. It also speaks up when there’s a problem and 
can send a message to your phone in case you’re not at home.*

Learn more about Nest HelloLearn more about Nest Protect

See how it works with other devices to make your home safer

*Mobile alerts require working internet and Wi-Fi.



Nest Protect overview How it works with other Google Nest products

Home
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Nest Protect smoke and CO alarm

Silence with your phone.
Just burned the toast? Silence the 

false alarm with your phone, not 
your dish towel.

Get alerts on your phone.
Nest Protect can send you a 

message when there’s a problem 
or if the batteries are running low.*

Sees the CO you can’t.
Carbon monoxide is an invisible, 

poisonous gas. Nest Protect alerts
 you when it’s there.

Tells you what’s happening.
Nest Protect speaks up if there’s 

smoke or CO and tells you what it is, 
so you know what to do.

See how it works with other devices to make your home safer

*Mobile alerts require working internet and Wi-Fi.



Nest Protect features
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*Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording, require working internet and Wi-Fi. 

In an emergency, Nest Protect can tell your Nest thermostat to turn off the heat or forced air 
systems to keep the danger from spreading. And if Nest Protect senses smoke or carbon monoxide, 

your indoor Nest Cams can record a clip so you can go back and see what happened.*

Better together.

Explore camerasExplore thermostats



Google Nest devices Nest Wifi features
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Strong connection, 
every direction.

Nest Wifi

Nest Wifi blankets your whole home in reliable Wi-Fi coverage.1 
Automatic updates help your network stay safe and sound. 
One Wifi router with one Wifi point is strong enough to handle 
up to 200 connected devices, and fast enough to stream 
multiple 4K videos at a time.2 And your Nest Wifi point has 
a speaker with Google Assistant for extra help around the 
house. This is Wi-Fi the way it should be.

1Home size, materials, and layout can affect how Wi-Fi signal travels. Larger homes or homes with 
thicker walls or long, narrow layouts may need extra Wifi points for full coverage. Strength and 
speed of signal will depend on your internet provider. 2This is based on only using connected 
devices at a data rate of 1 Mbps each. Requires sufficient broadband internet connection and 
connected devices to be located within Wi-Fi coverage area described at g.co/nestwifi/coverage.

Learn more about Nest HelloLearn more about Nest Wifi

How many Wifi points do you need?



Nest Wifi overview How many Wifi points do you need?

Better togetherProduct features
Home

Google Nest devices Nest Wifi

Nest Wifi

Hands-free help around 
the house.

Each Nest Wifi point has 
Google Assistant, so you can 

play music, manage your Wi-Fi
 network, find answers, control 
your connected devices, and 

more, using just your voice
or the Google Home app.3

Coverage in every corner.
The Nest Wifi router and point 

work together to blanket your whole 
home in fast, reliable Wi-Fi and 

eliminate buffering in every room.1

Security that’s a step ahead.
It automatically updates itself to 
get new features and help your 

network stay safe.

Stream with speed.
Intelligently works behind the 

scenes to make sure your Wi-Fi 
remains fast.2 Walk from room to 

room on a video call with an
 uninterrupted signal.

How many Wifi points do you need?

1Home size, materials and layout can affect how Wi-Fi signal travels. Larger homes or homes with thicker walls or long, narrow layouts may need extra Wifi points for full coverage. Strength and speed of signal will depend on your internet provider.
2Strength and speed of signal will depend on your internet provider. 3Controlling certain devices and features in your home requires a compatible smart device. The Wifi point is optimized for selected content services only.



How many Wifi points do you need?
Get coverage in every corner, no matter the size and shape of your home.*

One router.
Up to 2200 square feet.

One router and one point.
Up to 3800 square feet.

One router and two points.
Up to 5400 square feet.

Nest Wifi features

Better togetherProduct features
Home

Google Nest devices Nest Wifi How many Wifi points do you need?

*Home size, materials and layout can affect how Wi-Fi signal travels. Larger homes or homes with thicker walls or long, narrow 
layouts may need extra Wifi points for full coverage. Strength and speed of signal will depend on your internet provider.

Explore more products



Google Nest devices Your connected home at a glance
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Talk to your installer to find out more about how Google Nest products work together. 

Working together, beautifully.

Create a home that takes care of you. Here are just a few of the Google Nest 
products that work better together to make your home smarter, safer, 

more comfortable, and more entertaining.

Know who’s knocking.
With Nest Hub Max and Nest Hello, it’s 

easy to see who’s at the front door. 
You can even speak directly to visitors 

from your display. 

Check in on home, inside and out.
See what’s happening on your Nest 
cameras anytime with the live video 
stream on your Nest Hub. Just say, 

“Hey Google, show me the kids’ room.”

Adjust the temperature with your voice.
With Nest Mini and a Nest thermostat, 

you can change the temperature without 
lifting a finger. Just say, “Hey Google, 

make it warmer.”

Get a little more help at home
With devices that have Google Assistant, 

like Nest Hub Max, Nest Hub, and Nest 
Mini, you can set personalized routines to 

get more done with a single command. 
Just say, “Hey Google, I’m leaving” to lock 

the doors, turn down the temperature, 
and turn off the lights.*

Your connected home at a glance Learn about routines Explore partner products

+++

*Compatible smart devices required. Subscriptions may be required for some content and features. Voice commands require a compatible device and working internet and Wi-Fi. Routines like 
“Hey Google, I’m leaving” or “Hey Google, good morning” require additional setup in advance. Personalized features are for up to six users and require additional enrollment and setup.



Better together Routines

Your connected home 
at a glance.
 With home view on Nest Hub and Nest Hub Max, you can 
control Nest Hello and other connected home devices 
from a single dashboard. Just swipe down on the screen 
and click on one of the icons to select that device.

Learn about routines

Home
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Explore partner products



Home view Partner products
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Explore partner products

Simplify your morning.

Set a personalized routine to get out the door faster. 
Say “Hey Google, good morning” to turn on the 

lights, turn up the thermostat, check the weather, 
and get your schedule and commute.1

Movie night done right.

Get comfy on the couch. With Nest Hub and 
Nest Mini, you can ask Google to dim the lights, 
turn up the thermostat, find a movie on Netflix, 

and even start the popcorn maker – all hands-free. 

Relax with an evening routine.

Just say “Hey Google, good night” to turn 
down the temperature, turn off the lights, 

lock the doors, and set the alarm, while you stay
cozy in bed.2

1Compatible smart devices required. Subscriptions may be required for some content and features. Voice commands require a compatible device and working internet and Wi-Fi. Routines like “Hey Google, good morning” or “Hey Google, good night” require 
additional setup in advance. Personalized features are for up to six users and require additional enrollment and setup. Some features, including mobile notifications, remote control, video streaming, and video recording require working internet and Wi-Fi.
2Use of Nest app-enabled features with the Nest x Yale Lock requires a Nest Connect or a Nest Guard.

Get all-day help 
from Google Assistant.



Routines
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Look for the badge.

Your home, now even more helpful.

Google Nest products work with thousands of other products you know and 
love, including smart lights, smart plugs, security cameras, and appliances.

http://www.tp-link.com/us/
http://www2.meethue.com/en-us
http://www.belkin.com/us/Products/home-automation/c/wemo-home-automation/



